John Bengel - Shotgun
Extended Choke Tubes & Drop Ins

134 King William Rd.
Hanover, VA 23069
(804) 337-2960

Shooting Match - Extended Choke Tubes & Drop Ins

Most Matches or Turkey Shoots in America use #6's, 7 ½'s, 8's, 9's or 10 size shot. Distances vary from 50' to 38 yards. The best and most acceptable gun to compete with is a 36” barrel on any 12ga shotgun. By far the most popular is the Remington Model 870 and Model 1100. This mainly because of availability, popularity and ease of parts if needed. Most others are good choices also, the most often used gun has the 36” length, a .642 or .649 choke. For places that restrict choke sizes, the .675 - .680 choke with a oversize bore is necessary to pass inspection. We do all these choices and offer the most popular outside diameter of .875 for our extended choke tubes. This is “stock” appearing and is close to all factory barrel sizes.

Remember, we make extended choke tubes in all lengths - so order the longest you are allowed at your shoot, usually a total length of 36” is most common. These barrels are only 1 of 4 ingredients in order to be a consistent winner. Here they are!

1 – A top quality competitive barrel or choke tube
2 – Your ability to hold the gun rock steady
3 – Your ability to locate the exact, one spot to hold on the target
4 – Your ability to ease the trigger back by squeezing and therefore not flinch.

There are no more secrets to being a winner. Its so simple but 7 out of 10 shooters do chase the pattern by moving the aim point and the same number “flinch” by tightening their muscles as they jerk the trigger in order to offset the recoil they know is coming. Beat these bad habits and you are halfway home.

All work is 100% guaranteed to be to competitive at all shoots.

Custom Choke Tubes
Standard 2" long for all factory threads and come in .642, .645, .675 and .680 ................................. $75

Extended Custom Choke Tubes
4" 6" or 8" (from end of muzzle) for all factory threads and come in .642, .645, .675 and .680............. $95

Drop In Choke Tubes
.642, .645, .649, .675 and .680 All are 3½" long with an .812 O.D. .......................................................... $65

Only the best quality hard steel is used to make all the choke tubes.

Allow more time for special order choke sizes or lengths.

Make Check Payable To:
John Bengel
134 King William Rd.
Hanover, VA 23069

for more information call (804) 337-2960
or email - turkeyshoot.john@gmail.com

Shipping and Handling - $10.00
All items will be shipped USPS Priority Mail with confirmation (electronic tracking).